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Outdoor LED Video Walls are compatible with every changing weatherOutdoor LED Video Walls are compatible with every changing weather
because they are designed with Dip-Tech glass technology. Dip-Techbecause they are designed with Dip-Tech glass technology. Dip-Tech
glass technology is a finished arrangement comprising of high-glass technology is a finished arrangement comprising of high-
accuracy advanced glass printers, enduring and energetic earthenwareaccuracy advanced glass printers, enduring and energetic earthenware
inks, and simple to utilize picture handling programming. Whether it isinks, and simple to utilize picture handling programming. Whether it is
a day or night, the outdoor video wall is visible from a far distance justa day or night, the outdoor video wall is visible from a far distance just
because of high dynamic quality and visibility. Video walls are gainingbecause of high dynamic quality and visibility. Video walls are gaining
high popularity due to its ability to provide essential information,high popularity due to its ability to provide essential information,
streaming live occasions, advancing, and showcasing your image. Pixelstreaming live occasions, advancing, and showcasing your image. Pixel
pitch for the outdoor video wall is P4 mm, P5 mm, P6 mm, P8 mm, P10pitch for the outdoor video wall is P4 mm, P5 mm, P6 mm, P8 mm, P10
mm are best suited. Outdoor video walls are generally installed at amm are best suited. Outdoor video walls are generally installed at a
high location in India and should be designed in a way so that it is easyhigh location in India and should be designed in a way so that it is easy
to repair and maintain.to repair and maintain.
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LEXA Stream is the manufacturers of Indoor LED video walls andLEXA Stream is the manufacturers of Indoor LED video walls and
Outdoor LED video walls based in Singapore having a presenceOutdoor LED video walls based in Singapore having a presence
globally. Our unique HYSYS brand is capturing the market in theseglobally. Our unique HYSYS brand is capturing the market in these
segments. In India Lexa Stream have satisfied and happy customers.segments. In India Lexa Stream have satisfied and happy customers.
We are the only and authorized manufacturers of this brand, i.e.We are the only and authorized manufacturers of this brand, i.e.
(HYSYS). We have BIS, FCC, ISO9001, CE certified LED display screen.(HYSYS). We have BIS, FCC, ISO9001, CE certified LED display screen.
We provide all types of LED display screens, P1.25, P1.5, P1.6, P1.8,We provide all types of LED display screens, P1.25, P1.5, P1.6, P1.8,
P2.0, P2.5, P3.0, P4, P5, P6, P8 & P10 pixel specifications. We are theP2.0, P2.5, P3.0, P4, P5, P6, P8 & P10 pixel specifications. We are the
leading brands in LED display screen, LED display board.leading brands in LED display screen, LED display board.
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